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INTRODUCTION 

 

We are now living in a crucial moment in the history of mankind. It is of vital importance to have 

understanding of what is now unfolding in order to be able to influence the outcome of this 

unfoldment. I am a member of a group that wishes to remain anonymous. We as a group have 

collected the information as outlined in this manual and we feel the urge to share it with as many 

readers as possible. We feel that this is a way in which we can contribute to influencing the outcome of 

what is now happening globally and therefore we don’t want to keep this knowledge to ourselves any 

longer.  

 

I have taken it upon me to shape the information we gathered collectively into the manual that you are 

about to read. It is a step-by-step manual that is meant to help spread awareness. Fortunately, the 

number of people who are aware of what is actually happening is growing. It needs to increase even 

more, though, especially between now and 2022
1
 or even September 2020.

2
 We hope that this 

document will be helpful in contributing to this. 

 

Apart from the aim to spread awareness, we also hope to stimulate others to make manuals 

comparable to this one. We have written this one, not because we are all experts in this particular 

area, but because we think this is what is needed and we haven’t come across anything like this yet. 

We have come across many well written articles and well formulated video speeches that outline the 

plethora of things that just don’t add up. But they seem to imply that we must try to convince our 

governments to undo what they have begun to do and are still continuing to do. However, we have 

found information that appears to indicate that there is a covert reason behind the governments’ 

measures and that, so far, most things seem to be going according to plan. Furthermore, what we have 

witnessed and are witnessing now is the formation of multiple separate groups that have a deeper 

knowledge about what is actually going on, whereby each group has its own interpretation and 

whereby its members pass on information to the other members, who are already in the know. 

Although this does help the members in strengthening their knowledge, it isn’t helpful in spreading 

awareness to others. On top of that, differing interpretations of what such various groups see 

unfolding stand in the way of a uniting of forces. For instance: in one interpretation, Donald Trump is 

seen as a hero, in another one, he as seen as a villain. Our appeal to every reader is: if you think he is 

a crook, join the club! And if you think he is a hero, join the club! The same goes for whether or not 

you believe in the existence of ‘chemtrails’, the ‘Illuminati’, whether or not you believe that 9-11 was 

an ‘inside job’, whether you think the earth is flat, a sphere or both, whether or not in believe in ‘Q-

anon’, etc. etc. This is about joining forces on the basis of common ground. What is needed now most 

of all is joining forces, resulting in large-scale peaceful civil disobedience. 

                                                
1 In the 2018 report Roadmap for the implementation of actions by the European commission based on 

the commission communication and the council recommendation on strengthening cooperation 

against vaccine preventable diseases it is announced that the project for mandatory vaccination of 

each and every world citizen is to be completed by 2022, see page 7 of this manual. 
2 Page 10 from the Global Preparedness Monitoring Board annual 2019 report A world at Risk, 

strongly hints at a second wave, see pages 5 and 6 of this manual. 
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At least deep down, everyone will have a feeling that there is something strange about the measures 

that governments have taken worldwide. Locking all of us up, crashing the economy in an 

unprecedented way, causing unheard-of damage to many now isolated elderly people (83 jarige vader 
wil liever dood dan leven in corona quarantaine!(83-year father would rather die than continue 
to live in corona quarantine): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=efmEfeopqfE&t=4s), damaging 

our immune systems by ordering us to stay inside and by feeding us with enormous fear, etc. etc. 

Grieving families have been split, funerals have been unattended, the dying have been forced to say 

their farewells via iPads, while on the other hand prisoners are released everywhere ‘to combat the 

virus’ (https://www.foxnews.com/health/us-starts-release-inmates-coronavirus, 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-iran-idUSKBN20W1E5, etc.). Another ‘side-

effect’ of the government measures is that the number of suicides has risen dramatically: 

https://abc7news.com/suicide-covid-19-coronavirus-rates-during-pandemic-death-by/6201962/. At the 

same time, more and more information is appearing indicating that the mortality rate of the current 

virus is no higher than that of an ordinary flu (https://californiaglobe.com/section-2/coronavirus-

hysteria-the-numbers-dont-warrant-the-media-hype/). 

 

Obviously, all of the above-mentioned measures have had, are still having and will for a long time to 

come have considerable negatives side effects. It is only logical and could have been expected 

beforehand that such side-effects would occur and it is naive to assume that no-one of our world 

leaders would have anticipated this. And isn’t it really strange that such news doesn’t appear in the 

mainstream media? 

 

Isn’t it striking, too, that none of the governments’ advices deal with things like healthy nutrition, 

enough exercise, doing things that bring joy, etc., and, in doing so, taking care of your immune 

system?  

 

There appears to be a covert agenda behind the government measures all around the globe, and our 

estimation is that, as time progresses, more and more of this agenda will become clear to ever more 

people. And therefore, none of us can now afford the luxury of remaining in the bubble of our comfort 

zones. So, we ask you to put aside any feelings of ‘I don’t want to know about this’, ‘conspiracy 

theories are insane’, etc. What is unfolding now can be compared with Thomas Mann’s brilliant novel 

Der Zauberberg (The Magic Mountain). During the whole of this novel, protagonist Hans Castorp is 

living in his comfort zone bubble of a mountainous health resort, isolated from the outside world, 

because he may or may not have been infected with tuberculosis. At the very end of the novel, though, 

it suddenly turns out that in the outside world, World War I has erupted, and he is enlisted as a soldier 

to go to the front – where he will very probably die, according to the novel’s author. 

 

As a group, we have known about the most horrendous government schemes for more than ten years 

now, and we feel it is our moral duty to inform you. In this manual, we take one step at a time. It isn’t 

our aim to convince you of anything, but simply to present facts in a certain order, so you can then 

form you own opinion on the basis of these facts. And please, take into account the following: in case 

you encounter a step which makes you think that what is stated there can’t be true, then don’t discard 

everything, but simply skip this particular step and / or look back to the steps before it and consider if 

they together have provided you with enough arguments to come to the conclusion that something in 

the official narrative doesn’t add up. And don’t throw away this manual, even if you think everything 

in it is nonsense. As things unfold, you might want to come back to it. 

 

So, please bear with me and allow me to trespass one of the government measures and take you by the 

hand. Let’s go, step by step, one step at a time. 
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STEP 1. 
Unfortunately, the first step is a video in Dutch: 'Coronabeleid is inhumaan', zegt Klinisch Ethicus 
Dr. Erwin Kompanje (‘Corona policy is inhumane, says clinical ethicist Erwin Kompanje, PhD) 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rlnfnsFz6c8)3. I hope someone will add subtitles to it, as it is the 

best first step imaginable, in my opinion. It is an interview with associate professor, philosopher, 

ethicist and consultant in clinical ethics Erwin Kompanje, PhD, who works for the Intensive Care 

Department of the Erasmus Medical Center in Rotterdam. He can come to no other conclusion than 

that the measures taken by the Dutch government (and, by implication, by governments all around the 

world) are nothing short of ‘unheard-of inhumane’. He explains the so-called ethical Principle of the 

Double Effect, whereby in the current pandemic situation the negative effects of the government 

measures far outweigh the positive ones. As an example, he explains that the need for real, not online, 

contact and the need for touching each other and being touched are basic human needs, and that 

especially for elderly persons it is cruel to deny them these needs, with the argument that is for their 

own benefit, but without having asked them for their consent or even opinion. He also underlines the 

importance of culture and especially of concerts for human well-being and health. His discourse has a 

water-tight logic, while at the same time being touching. Evidently, Kompanje is a good-hearted 

person and he has trust in his fellow human beings, also in fellow human beings representing 

governments, and from this perspective he can’t understand why the Dutch government is doing this. 

Most people will recognize this and will agree with his final question: ‘What is behind all this?’, with 

which the interview ends.  

 

 

STEP 2. 
Having listened to Dr. Kompanje, it seems likely to acknowledge that indeed there must somehow be 

something behind all this. There are multiple documents to be found on the internet that constitute 

circumstantial evidence or even downright evidence to back this up. Arguably the clearest evidence 

can be found here: 

https://intelligence.weforum.org/topics/a1Gb0000000pTDfEAM?tab=publications & 

https://www.weforum.org/platforms/covid-action-platform 

 

Here is a screenshot from the website. Notice how this particular graph, created long before the 
actual outbreak of the pandemic, as will become clear, gives a detailed overview of how 

governments are to respond to an outbreak of COVID-19. Notice, too, how the graph resembles the 

current virus, with all its spikes:  

                                                
3
 As Facebook, YouTube and Vimeo are now deleting information like this video like crazy, I added 

alternative links where I could find them. Furthermore, I added the titles of the videos, so you may 

well be able to find deleted ones somewhere else on the internet. https://bitchute.com, 

https://avoidthemark.com and https://brandnewtube.com appear to be some of the safe havens. 
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There are two videos on YouTube that provide insight into what is actually shown here. I do ask you 

take the time to watch at least these videos of the many I will present later on in this manual: 

1. A shocking explanation of what the Intelligence We Forum entails: 

De Plandemie is een rookgordijn voor de Nieuwe Wereld Orde: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_W6icZiYuY  

2. Explanation by an insider, whose conscience compelled her to quit her job and speak out: 

NWO cometh:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ESBl3GTbTo&fbclid=IwAR0A0xMQXZzGzXDOp

u5dk_l4q3gUiz8YSldRsm8pJjvInkQgK9me_tY1B9E 

As an aside, as can be heard in video 2, part of the plans outlined in the Intelligence We Forum is to 

provide the ordinary citizen only with food that isn't from nature. Compare with this:  

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-06-15/lab-grown-meat-backed-by-gates-tyson-foods-

faces-u-s-oversight?fbclid=IwAR3Wt6Lmw6h11OBdPqkE22L8PZaWekLlqZLH_EB4V_2bP-

dm0fBHmP95Kpo 

 

Now you may need time to let this sink in. You may perhaps disagree with the video makers’ 

explanations of the information on the Intelligence We Forum. But one thing is undeniable: the multi-

layered virus-like graph is there for all to see and to investigate, and it needs a lot of time to create 

this; it is simply impossible to have created this as a response to the sudden outbreak of the 
pandemic.  
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STEP 3.4 
Let’s make a comparison with 9-11. Despite the official-story explanation, it is impossible that on 

September 11, 2001, Building 7 fell down without having been hit by anything substantial. There is 

now an overwhelming amount of scientific research indicating that the collapse must have been the 

result of controlled demolition (see for instance http://www.truthandaction.org/new-911-study-proves-

building-7-was-destroyed-by-controlled-demolition/3/; and see this video where Larry Silverstein 

admits as much: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p34XrI2Fm6I). It is remarkable, to say the least, 

that until today all of this still hasn’t had any consequences. Controlled demolition would imply: a 

lengthy preparation (much like the creation of the above-mentioned 200-layer Strategic Intelligence 

graphics). It would also imply that the persons who were accused of being the perpetrators didn’t do it, 

and that the persons who did do it were / are so powerful and influential that they have been able to get 

away with it. And there are many more anomalies in the official 9-11 narrative. But that’s another 

story. 

 

 

STEP 4. 
This would furthermore imply that such persons apparently are evil beyond the imagination of good-

hearted people like for instance Dr. Erwin Kompanje; and like most of us.  

 

 

STEP 5. 
Persons evil enough to concoct something this horrendous and on top of this powerful enough not only 

to have it carried out, but also to get away with it, must be considered being capable of concocting 

more evil. Furthermore, it is likely to assume that they will also have the power to have more of their 

horrendous schemes realized.  

 

 

STEP 6. 
Once we realize this, we might be open to the possibility that there may be more videos, documents 

etc. that point into the direction that the current pandemic situation has been carefully planned. And 

indeed there are. Here is a list of what we have found, so far. We are sure it is incomplete. We added 

some videos where ‘citizen journalists’ have taken the trouble to research and explain the content of 

the reports or meetings. It takes time to dive into this, but given the fact that there is so much at stake, 

it is worth the trouble. 

 

1. Lockstep: https://archive.org/details/pdfy-tNG7MjZUicS-wiJb/mode/2up, a report, produced in 

2010 by the Rockefeller Foundation, that chronicles how to bring the world down with a pandemic. 

Here are two explanatory videos: 

- https://thewatchtowers.org/lockstep-written-10-years-ago-chronicles-how-to-bring-the-world-

down-with-a-pandemic-this-report-was-produced-by-the-rockefeller-foundation/.  

- What in the world is actually going on? Document reveals plans, step by step: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgvSidt7EP8 

 

2. Event 201 (2019): 
Highlights reel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AoLw-Q8X174&t=1s 

Part 1:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vm1-DnxRiPM 

Part 2:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QkGNvWflCNM 

Part 3:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rWRmlumcN_s&t=227s 

Part 4:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBuP40H4Tko&t=2s 

Part 5:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vm1-DnxRiPM 

Here is a full transcript: https://pastebin.com/x2uX8TDC 

                                                
4 As you can see, we are of the opinion that, like what is unfolding now, 9-11 had a hidden agenda. But if you 

have a different opinion, no problem. Just skip this step and join the club even so, see the Introduction to this 

manual. 
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And here is the brilliant citizen journalist ‘Amazing Polly’, offering a translation of some white-collar-

speak highlights into normal English: Viral Marketing: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

727K585amo / https://www.bitchute.com/video/-727K585amo/. Key element of what has been 

decided here, in my personal translation: the public needs to be ‘flooded’ with the propaganda ‘news’ 

that they are to believe, anything that contradicts this propaganda needs to be censored and removed, 

and the persons who are spreading such undesirable information will be targeted.  

 

Actually, the title ‘Event 201’ is wrong. The logo shows a globe instead of a zero in between the 2 and 

the 1. This symbolizes that Event 2(0)1 is in fact the event planned in order to catapult the world into a 

desired situation as outlined in Agenda 21 (1992): 

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/Agenda21.pdf.  

Here is an insightful explanation of what this agenda pertains to, and I do ask you to listen to this 

speech as well:  

Agenda 21 - Rosa Koire - Behind the Green Mask: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s1IacmUWVa4. And again: if you think Rosa Koire’s explanation 

of Agenda 21 is wrong, then please study the document for yourself. 

 

3. Global Preparedness Monitoring Board annual report 2019: A World At Risk: 
https://apps.who.int/gpmb/assets/annual_report/GPMB_annualreport_2019.pdf?fbclid=IwAR3FISUkd

Lw2NummdpXDDwFoJ9q6-gzHfiWBxAP9PDPGNmZxu5t2qvEncqo.  

For a thorough explanation, again by ‘Amazing Polly’, see The Global Health Mafia Protection 
Racket: https://www.bitchute.com/video/1Z5VYqJqrtI/ & 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=3336220119745036&set=a.664083133625428&type=3&t

heater. Here is page 10 from this document, where, as you can read, ‘at least two systemwide training 

simulation exercises’ are announced, ‘including one covering the deliberate release of a lethal 

respiratory pathogen’; all of this ‘before September 2020’: 
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4. Project Zephr: https://archive.org/details/davidgoldbergsnotesonprojectpogozyphrallnotes  

Explanatory videos:  

Corona virus| Project Pogo & Project Zyphr: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SzULMR8P8Hc 

& Will Coronavirus Lead to a Global Government? Project Zyphr: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oX3nGQTn144&feature=youtu.be&t=42.  

 

As you will see on the Internet Archive webpage, the document itself is classified. What has leaked 

out is through David Goldberg, right before he suddenly and mysteriously died in 2019, and it is very 

sinister. Here is a still from the Internet Archive video:  

 

 
 

Here is a summary of his testimony:  

Persons who have become aware of what is really going on will be targeted in 2020 – 2021, by means 

of a system called TTID, Tag, Trace, and Identify. The next step is to ‘charge them with crimes’. 

Eventually, the goal is to ‘infect these with a virus that imitates the flu virus, we are going to eliminate 

them in various ways that would not be suspicious.’ 

 

And furthermore, here is a link to an article about this project: 

https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/g4d2a3/this_is_important_whistleblower_david_gold

berg/.  

 

5. Roadmap for the implementation of actions by the European commission based on the 
commission communication and the council recommendation on strengthening cooperation 
against vaccine preventable diseases: https://off-guardian.org/wp-content/medialibrary/2019-

2022_roadmap_en-1.pdf?x48429. As can be seen, it is a pre-planning (2018) of mandatory 

vaccinations for everyone without exceptions, a project to be completed in 2022. An explanation of its 

contents can be read here: https://off-guardian.org/2020/05/22/report-eu-planning-vaccination-

passport-since-2018/.  
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STEP 7. 
It is highly remarkable that these documents and videos are all ‘hidden in plain sight’. Why would that 

be? There must be a reason for this. Before we answer this question, let’s first take some other steps. 

First of all, let’s see if there are more things to be found that are hidden in plain sight. And indeed 

there are. Here is another incomplete list: 

 

1. Coronavirus in Illuminati Cards Game (1982): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xW56TWfDCH0. We don’t agree with some of the conclusions 

that are drawn in this video, but that isn’t the point. The point is: the card game does exist, and its first 

version was released back in 1982. The fact that perhaps you are triggered by the mere mention of the 

word Illuminati into having thoughts like ‘it’s all a tin foil hat conspiracy lunacy’ doesn’t alter this.  

 

2a. Bill Gates saying the aim of vaccination is to reduce the world population on four different 
occasions: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=6&v=8BobKXkrt8M&feature=emb_logo&fbclid=Iw

AR1vidwmj5M_nXQCipC3IatA1JlTE-YPrBQ8SKNSZ3moR1JkGY18nW2EyrE 

2b. Even more similar statements, in German: Bill Gates mit 20 seiner verräterischsten 
Aussagen in 3 Minuten! Impfungen & Bevölkerungsreduzierung (Bill Gates with his most 
treacherous statements in 3 minutes! Vaccines & population reduction): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k1a2EuQWVR0&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR1crW_zZg3Jm

LU0uIpp1y4mljC8ynlXularW-r335gZz6VvlNGg-mCr76s 

2c. Bill Gates saying: ‘See, a lot of things that are going very well, things like producing 
childhood death….‘: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=poVtG9i2ddI&fbclid=IwAR1iMGu1hKJBGDIXg

J_ghWzON7UITzdNCOhnxWP3MrK-2Hk-SMOBaZNsSgY&app=desktop 

2d. Bill Gates admits vaccines are poison: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=24&v=CbYC4fAtKbM&feature=emb_logo 

2e. Giggling Bill Gates "We take GMO organisms & shoot them right into kids veins": 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6nhLqvUGqrU&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0Ia2UOAQvagt

60ex4Jzek9uU2yDg902HrO3BDSJPSPutG2E6WL-lTPe64&app=desktop 

 

Please note that he often makes such statements quasi in passing, as if they were unimportant asides. It 

is highly unlikely that these are accidental slips of the tongue: he has made this kind of statements far 

too often for that. There must be reason why he has done this on purpose. Please bear with me.  

 

3. How to Lie with Statistics. Here are stills from two videos featuring Bill Gates. In both stills, a 

book with the telling title How to Lie with Statistics can be seen on top of a pile of books. Lying with 

statistics is exactly what he has been doing for a long time. 
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Speaking about lying with statistics, see also: Lies, Damned Lies and Coronavirus Statistics:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k1trzdmwR2M&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR1Es0jofB5ZBBJX4

MnTKXAtEJkcd_Ht2_M_qm-U8j3oF7Q-LSOoXHwxf8Y. And see also De belabberde data van het 
RIVM (The RIVM5’s miserable data): https://www.maurice.nl/2020/05/28/de-belabberde-data-van-

het-rivm/ by Maurice de Hond (in Dutch). 

4. Hinting that the Covid-19 symptom of having difficulty with the uptake of oxygen is in fact caused 

by 5G: 5G installer finds COV-19 written on inside of 5G circuitry: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UoS6biWEF4c. 

 

Now that we have come to a connection with 5G: isn’t it strange that in this period, where the global 

population is in ‘lockdown’, the 5G network is being rolled out everywhere like crazy? That this has 

such a high priority for governments across the world? That they have even established ‘Taskforces’ 

all over the world in order to accomplish this? Have any of us been asked if we agree? Has any 

government official listened to the many objections from the part of many citizens and scientists? If 

not, how likely is it that the roll out is the result of something covert going on, or, in other words, a 

conspiracy? 

 

                                                
5
 The Dutch National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, heavily sponsored by Bill Gates, by the 

way.  
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STEP 8. 
There are multiple indications that millimeter waves in general and 5G in particular do cause harm to 

biological life. Here is a survey: 

Effects of 5G: 

- on birds: 5G Switched on in Coventry - Birds Drop Dead: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjT-HmuzYPg & 

https://veaterecosan.blogspot.com/2020/04/hugely-disturbing-images-of-birds-

dying.html?fbclid=IwAR0Wn6Qktit0KmbCmW_DcwLOsY6_U5dUOxxO0jB4Bzrg8q0Eki6

7I566FZ4 

- on bees: Bees dying under 5G poles: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5IhKHGDKhM 

- on trees: 5G: Tote Bäume und Bienen wegen Mobilfunk (Dead Trees and Bees caused by 
EMF Radiation)| 03.11.19 | kla.tv/15151: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DSt6WuyMvSg) (in German) 

- on hedges: 

https://www.facebook.com/i.zigdons/videos/3196789790355686/UzpfSTE2MzkyOTE5NDI6

MzYwODgwNzA0NTgwMTAzNQ/ 

General effects of Wi-Fi radiation on human blood cells:  

https://www.7sky.life/new-insights-and-revelations-5g-australian-fires-and-more/ 

About 5G radiations levels: 

https://www.radiationhealthrisks.com/5g-cell-towers-dangerous/ & 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uE8PNohKVJw 

Professor Dr. Martin Pall on multiple negative effects of 5G:  

Tafelgesprek met o.a. Prof. Dr. Martin Pall en oproep om uitrol 5G te stoppen! | NL ondertiteld 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y31d10WNuGc&feature=share (highly recommendable) 

 

And, most important of all, this document, declassified through the CIA in 2012 and marked 
‘For Government Use Only’: https://cdn2.collective-
evolution.com/assets/uploads/2020/05/Declassified-Russian-mmWave-Study-1977.pdf.  As is 
explained in this corresponding article: https://www.collective-evolution.com/2020/05/30/dr-
buttar-reveals-declassified-government-report-related-to-5g-dangers/, “the conducted 

investigations indicate high biological activity and an unfavourable influence of millimeter 

radiowaves on the organism. The expression of the biological reactions increased with an increase 

of the period of irradation and depended on individual characteristics of the organism.” What this 
translates to in plain English is: millimeter-wave frequencies do affect the human body 
negatively, and the longer the exposure, the more damage that occurs. Since 5G uses millimeter 
waves and is set to push a constant barrage of frequency on humans anywhere they go, this 
would mean sustained wave exposure, and thus inevitable biological damage. 
 
From what you can gather very quickly in this report, the conclusions should shut down 5G 
rollout instantly. At least until someone can show, beyond any reasonable doubt, that this 
technology is safe. 
 

Besides Dr. Martin Pall, there are many more experts who have spoken out: 
Petition: 26,000 Scientists Oppose 5G Roll Out (March 2019): 
https://www.smart-safe.com/blogs/news/petition-26-000-scientists-oppose-5g-roll-out 

Dutch: Thousands of doctors and scientists: roll out of 5G is insane: 
https://leefbewust.nu/artsen-en-wetenschappers-5g-krankzinnig/ 

Intensive Care Doctor confirms possible EMF radiation poisoning Symptoms and not CV19: 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/7SUa7H79ET4G/ 

 

 
STEP 9. 
There appear to be two significant symptoms that may occur as a result of being exposed to a strong 

EMF radiation field, that are ascribed to Covid-19: 
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1. Intensive care doctor confirms EMF radiation poisoning symptoms and not CV19 (the 

lungs being hampered in their function of absorbing oxygen) 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/7SUa7H79ET4G/ 

2. a. Strong EMF fields may cause coagulation of the blood: 

Lena Pu: General effects of Wi-Fi radiation on human blood cells:  
https://www.7sky.life/new-insights-and-revelations-5g-australian-fires-and-more/ 

b. Coronavirus. "Venous microthrombosis are the killers", the thesis of a cardiologist from 

Campania that has gone viral (in Italian): https://www.lecodelsud.it/coronavirus-a-uccidere-

sono-microtrombosi-venose-la-tesi-di-un-cardiologo-campano-divenuta-virale.  

 

Now ask yourself this question: has your heart been beating faster than normal during the last months? 

This may well be due to recent increase in EMF radiation. 

 
Isn’t it significant that all such news is now being heavily suppressed? Isn’t it interesting that the 

alleged symptoms of the virus are similar to symptoms ascribed to 5G radiation? And isn’t it strange 

that one is not allowed to express one’s opinion about the possibility of a relation between the two? 

Let’s see if we can find some statements from experts in the field that might indicate just that. 

 
 
STEP 10. 
In step 7, we saw how Bill Gates expressed what is the actual aim of his vaccines on multiple 

occasions. There are many experts who have come forward to warn us about the coming vaccine. And 

there are enough warnings that especially the combination of 5G and the vaccine may be dangerous. 

Here is another – incomplete – list: 

 

Dr. Shiva:  

Top Doctor EXPOSES EVERYTHING The Deep State Is Trying To Hide About CV: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xf-

qv9o8nq8&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR38bwh_njwhpaWMY7lYSK0297L31O8Wy339YwWjzY

KZ4eBgoUBYxCegOngeg 

We are at War. #FireFauci. End the Shutdown: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k05b8aGDCNI&feature=share 

Dr. SHIVA Ayyadurai, MIT PhD Crushes Dr. Fauci and others:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NjjybyJ59Lw&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR1oiCzNVrRfr4am

s5FyU2XT0h1iXSrXGZr9k-jMIZHdJhghf9AZGgfXctI [removed, but re-uploaded, please search with 

the title as search words] 
On current testing procedures: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xr8Dy5mnYx8&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR1KTEMcN02g

XgDLB574pjgygaWNfbLZxgWaDVQkuIaA7t7mXeoKAyhNcaQ 

Dr. Judy Mikovits (American Researcher) on Corona virus: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=a7vGe6qOC1Q&feature=emb_logo [removed] 

More Dr. Minkovitz: PLANDEMIC Dr. Judy Mikovits YouTube Censored, a film about the 
global plan to take control of our lives, liberty, health & freedom: 

https://www.altcensored.com/watch?v=ytzsJYFv6HI 

Angry Doctors are FINALLY Speaking Out: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOTWMfS9B8Y&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR1cM9wKDhF

gxFlMYPa5HmnWQR8VIceRIr6rI4KqrGTTD_7flAd4gOWoa_c 

Dutch pulmonologist: 
https://www.facebook.com/bianca.stolk.904/videos/139124477690470/ [removed from Facebook] 

Debunking the official C.O.V.I.D.19 narrative - Prof. Dolores Cahill 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=A4RvrEKoNxc&feature=emb_logo 

German Official Leaks Report Denouncing Corona as ‘A Global False Alarm’ (in English): 
https://www.ichbinanderermeinung.de/Dokument93.pdf (in German) 
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Isn’t it amazing that experts like these persons are not given a platform in mainstream media? That 

they are heavily attacked and ridiculed for expressing views that differ from the official narrative? 

That their videos are aggressively removed from platforms like YouTube, Facebook and Vimeo? And 

that on the other hand an obvious non-expert like Bill Gates has been given all the spotlights in the 

world? Let’s go back to Event 2(0)1 and to Amazing Polly’s analysis of what has been decided there. 

One of the central decisions has been to ‘flood the zone’ with the ‘good news’: the propaganda that the 

decision makers want the general public to believe. Similarly, it was decided to suppress the ‘wrong 

news’ and to target anyone who spread it. This is exactly what we are now seeing played out. 

 

 

STEP 11. 
What if the relation between the virus, 5G and the coming vaccination does indeed exits? Let’s look at 

some indications that this can’t be completely ruled out, and that what we are told might perhaps differ 

from what has really been going on: 

 

- Wuhan was the province where 5G was rolled out first: 
https://5g-emf.com/wuhan-was-the-province-where-5g-was-rolled-out-now-the-center-of-

deadly-virus/ 

- China’s Mandatory Vaccination Law Went Into Effect on December 1, 2019:  
https://www.investmentwatchblog.com/chinas-mandatory-vaccination-law-went-into-effect-

on-december-1-2019-the-coronavirus-outbreak-is-a-vaccine-experiment-gone-bad/  

- Several videos have appeared of people collapsing on the streets in Wuhan: 

o China people drop Dead. Wuhan. Coronavirus: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=14&v=3fKTZuY6KxM&feature=em

b_logo&bpctr=1590652675  

- And also of people resisting to be taken to hospital: 

o Old man with weapon resisting arrest from the quarantine police #Wuhan China 
Coronavirus Outbreak:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tqf9oUlkzxE 

o Wuhan Coronavirus Pneumonia - Woman resisting capture. Became listless: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEti5pV9aaw 

- Finally, the Wuhan citizens shouting in this video seem to want to shout to the world that 

things are different from what we are meant to believe:  
o 'It's all fake!': Chinese official heckled by residents on visit to Wuhan; 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yo81j6o97Z4 

 

Furthermore, it is noteworthy that Wuhan is a city where the air is heavily polluted: 

https://www.khmertimeskh.com/688880/polluted-air-could-be-an-important-cause-of-wuhan-

pneumonia/ 

More strange videos recordings from Wuhan can be watched here: 

COVID-19 DOCUMENTARY by Janet Ossebaard (FALL CABAL): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ANA2GU8TdKo, from ca. 3 minutes.  
 
 

STEP 12. 
Isn’t it amazing that journalists worldwide, reputed to be always critical and inquisitive, are so 

obedient in spreading what the Event 2(0)1 policy makers have termed the ‘good news’? Wouldn’t it 

be far more likely if at least a number of them would have investigated the official narrative and have 

come up with questions, if only with the kind of questions that Dr. Erwin Kompanje has posed? We 

now see that a growing number of ‘citizen journalists’ are doing what might have been expected from 

professional journalists. (For more on this topic, search for Udo Ulfkotte and his book Gekaufte 

Journalisten (Bought Journalists). Here are a few videos by citizen journalists, concerning topics 

mentioned above and more. For instance empty hospitals where we are led to believe these are 

overcrowded and in a state of chaos and panic, this as part of a campaign to scare us as much as 

possible:  
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Dana Ashlie: 

About empty hospitals and more: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ljrxgev295s & more, see her 

YouTube channel & website. 

 

Amazing Polly! 

Fake: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nxXRcUb6tA&fbclid=IwAR2O-

toWcVQALlgtMofJWCyndaetBfAls_gCkRrpSVKz7U1wKRrW9N0-i0M 

To Serve Man; the Lie of Philanthropy: https://www.bitchute.com/video/gm19xYwJ2nQ/ 

The Global Health Mafia Protection Racket: https://www.bitchute.com/video/1Z5VYqJqrtI/ 

& many more, see her BitChute channel: https://www.bitchute.com/channel/ZofFQQoDoqYT/ 

 

Millenial Millie: 

Lock Bill Gates Up! (highly recommendable!) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RQ3Bdi0FZeM&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR2Ldvj09k7HHo

TznxzL2AikYpXjK12_WKPrIxxMhHCumHZj-oE1BGs-aCw 

 

SyrianGirlpartisan: 

The Agenda behind Bill Gates Vaccine & ID2020: Coronavirus Conspiracies: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=266&v=nWcoGWx2Wq4&feature=emb_logo 

 

These Strange Things Are Happening Worldwide While You Are Quarantined. 2020 
PROPHETIC TIMES: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=boxUt8DIZUw&fbclid=IwAR1W8PJ2JrAAqX7Ag96548__K1R5

8P27fXRLWdhN8m1NH5OVm3OxONCY8W8 

 

Population Cull - via Vaccination by Ian R. Crane: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9rLVExubn8 

 

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., Chairman of Children’s Health Defense: 

How Bill Gates Controls Global Messaging and Censorship: 
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/how-bill-gates-controls-global-messaging-and-censorship/ 

 

 

STEP 13. 
It is all too obvious that the government measures will lead to an unimaginable crash of the economy. 

Also this has been easily foreseeable and it would be naïve to assume that the global policy makers 

haven’t foreseen this. By now, I hope you can join us in the conclusion that also this effect of the 

government measures is by design. 

 

 

STEP 14. 
It is also highly remarkable that all government measures that have been taken amount to limitations 

of freedom for citizens. In fact, the measures are so draconian, that no-one would have accepted them 

without the excuse of a highly dangerous pandemic. Here is an – again incomplete – list of such 

measures and surreal scenes they have brought about: 

 

Henry Kissinger & Bill Gates Call For Mass Vaccination & Global Governance: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c4Aps2NPe54 

Bill Gates: ‘You can't travel without a vaccine certificate’: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A50TGg0FOjc&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR2IfCkxOq0AKO

PkGdNzWPOHHcbCEfuVnF0ccxVYLE2i3DHHPrqXEOFsOI0 

Bill Gates: ’No mass gatherings until mass vaccinations’:  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1Xj_tzXMwI&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR3VnJIi2zKfoFqT

1mcVcLU4bj96duC_cUtSxKeYLTtsMDdYmd7-wFhRS-4 

 

Bill Gates: ’No shot, no work’:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X6E0CSedjvg&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR0kLEw0LvEO8opW

uAR2_IcFagX0m2vIGQ2mOGdLCY-95NScJ97CQazFQak&app=desktop 

Arrested for Sitting Alone Outside: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lheiOZJxvqE&feature=youtu.be 

Arrested for Swimming in a Pool: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wAkkJRBoBd8 

Arrested for Watching Sunset at Beach: 
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/apr/6/san-diego-citizens-face-1k-coronavirus-fines-jail-

/?fbclid=IwAR3PDj4AEJWwg9Lav5lxtd1b8u2xLW9h3LQfU51fNTFGhyl3l6a6u_dQlOA 

WHO calls for “dignified” seizure of sick family members: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qCQaTkVJi_I&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR2HIBOiiE2m6I4lsH

wtD8qtfe2BZs0UjuubB5xnv-3IgL0TmQ8LkWTdoHU 

‘Snitches get rewards‘:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=06Fyg4maLWg 

Rechtsanwältin Beate Bahner in Psychiatrie gesperrt. Telefonmitschnitt (Lawyer Beate Bahner 
locked up in a psychiatric clinic. Phone recording): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8cYVPthUEQ&feature=youtu.be 

What in the world is actually going on? Document reveals plans, step by step: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgvSidt7EP8 

Kissing is forbidden, both outside and inside your house, unless you are living together: 
https://www.unsertirol24.com/2020/04/29/oeffentliches-kuessen-wird-unter-strafe-

gestellt/?fbclid=IwAR331o29t5T7r9jO6slSGY53JurFduGRdoFk0HRRmupFGckacedk98NmfiU 

Your child is not allowed to play with a friend; drones can be used to disperse crowds or to 
measure the temperature of someone’s body; religious people aren’t allowed to celebrate Easter 
in a church: 
https://avoidthemark.com/feat_videos/have-we-become-ok-with-totalitarianism/ 

Australian Mother being Arrested for Protesting, the procedure traumatizing her child:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUAhxZBVTqo&fbclid=IwAR12stCbF6pycIjQKf7f-WN1rbV-

1z9oc05nv2pqLKkhw3xma62j-9-093U 

"You Have NO RIGHT to NOT be Vaccinated" - Alan Dershowitz:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bLbp2uw5sZQ&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR1msfJMvu6P5HI

rKEDlx6cx4IfFL8wPwJQwXmK9TAvRWbNcA2KbeWjlOCM 

Say no to a vaccine in the UK and face jail and financial ruin, says new law: 
https://healingoracle.ch/2020/04/30/say-no-to-a-vaccine-in-the-uk-and-face-jail-and-financial-ruin-

says-new-

law/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=SocialWarfare&fbclid=IwAR32J

O5XeJDCdAWuRfqlbgQ3gHgziRWTL2vdHs15NFyk4xNe90fpcrWsCxA  

During a demonstration in München, this doctor is saying that a 100.000 patients have died because 

urgent operations had to be cancelled to make place for corona cases: 

Heiko Schöning: 100.000 Tote durch Maßnahmen der Regierung - Ärzte für Aufklärung - 23. 
Mai Hamburg (Heiko Schöning: 100.000 deaths because of government measures - Doctors for 
Enlightenment - May 23, Hamburg) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eElBqjKZE74 

 
 
STEP 15. 
Let’s go back to the theme of steps 2, 3, and 6: the documents, videos etc, that have been hidden in 

plain sight. A variant of this can be called ‘predictive programming’. (as an aside, when you do some 

research on 9-11 and predictive programming, you will get a large number of highly amazing results.) 

Here is an – incomplete – list of things pertaining to the current virus situation: 
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- The Simpsons have done it again! (EVENT 201) (about what is called a ‘phony baloney 

crisis’): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ceNIY2xTDHI&feature=emb_logo&fbclid=IwAR38Wk5

cbM8It8gYd8kjpKu5_2Dw2TNuqngZVH0U1QzzFCxiGRjgXKGmqJU 

 

- Movie Contagion (2010): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dAYBkLywu7c 

(Complete with an o-so sympathetic Mr. ‘Morpheus’ warning the world to ‘social distance’ 

and wear masks, and a disgustingly villainous ‘conspiracy theorist’. At the end of the movie, 

what is left of humanity is eagerly awaiting the life-saving vaccine as the one and only way to 

avoid the extinction of the human race.) 

 
- Movie “5 Feet Apart” (2019). Synopsis: "Cystic fibrosis patients are strictly kept six feet apart 

to reduce the risk of cross-infection, as contracting bacterial infections from other CF patients 

can be dangerous - even life-threatening. Stella is determined to follow the rules, and initially 

dislikes Will, who likes to break the rules and take dangerous risks sometimes. Stella notices 

that Will isn't strictly following his treatment regimen and eventually gets him to agree to do 

so." Released on 15 March 2019, almost exactly a year ahead of when ‘social distancing’ 

started to happen! 

 

There are many more such movies. Search for yourself, if you like. 

 
 
STEP 16. 
As will have become clear by now, the main objective of the government measures appears to be the 

implementation of ‘Global Governance’, or what people like George Bush and Joe Biden have called a 

‘New World Order’. And part of this global control system is a microchip being inserted into all of us. 

A list: 

 

The Coronavirus Pandemic Will Forever Alter the World Order: 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-coronavirus-pandemic-will-forever-alter-the-world-order-

11585953005 

Gordon Brown calls for global government to tackle coronavirus: 
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/uknews/gordon-brown-calls-for-global-government-to-

tackle-coronavirus/ar-BB11IXqc 

The Flexner Report: How John D. Rockefeller Used the AMA to Take Over Western Medicine: 
https://thefreedomarticles.com/flexner-report-rockefeller-ama-takeover/ 

Multiple Australian Television News Broadcasts Declare “New World Order” Is Here: 
https://thewashingtonstandard.com/multiple-australian-television-news-broadcasts-declare-

new-world-order-is-here/ 

Prominent Doctor Lifts Veil of Secrecy on Vaccine & Pharmaceutical Industries: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G8-YUuQyQ-M 

Bill Gates: ‘We need global government’: 
http://evangelicalfocus.com/lifetech/344/Bill_Gates__We_need_Global_Government 

Bill Gates and Mark Zuckerberg are working together to fund research for COVID-19 
treatments as the pandemic continues to spread: 
https://www.businessinsider.com/bill-gates-mark-zuckerberg-find-covid-19-treatment-

coronavirus-pandemic-2020-3?r=MX&IR=T 

Meet the world’s most powerful doctor: Bill Gates: 
https://www.politico.eu/article/bill-gates-who-most-powerful-doctor/  

Advocacy groups say WHO proposal with Gates Foundation is a conflict of interest: 
https://www.politico.eu/pro/advocacy-groups-say-who-proposal-with-gates-foundation-is-a-

conflict-of-interest/  

WHO cements ties with Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation: 
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https://www.politico.eu/pro/who-cements-ties-with-bill-and-melinda-gates-foundation/  

 
Bill Gates and his coronavirus conflicts of interest: 

https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/apr/2/bill-gates-and-his-coronavirus-conflicts-

of-intere/?utm_campaign=shareaholic&utm_medium=twitter&utm_source=socialnetwork  

Fauci and Birx BOTH Have Big-Money Bill Gates Conflicts of Interest: 
https://nationalfile.com/president-trump-vs-bill-gates-on-treatment-fauci-has-a-100-million-

conflict-of-interest/  

Bill Gates Calls For National Tracking System For Coronavirus During Reddit AMA: 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/mattperez/2020/03/18/bill-gates-calls-for-national-tracking-

system-for-coronavirus-during-reddit-ama/#553717276a72  

Australian PM: Life Won’t Return To “Normal” Until There’s A Vaccine: 
https://thewashingtonstandard.com/australian-pm-life-wont-return-to-normal-until-theres-a-

vaccine/  

Johnson & Johnson: We Have Lead Vaccine Candidate For Coronavirus, Hope For One Billion 
Vaccines Worldwide: 
https://www.dailywire.com/news/johnson-johnson-we-have-lead-vaccine-candidate-for-

coronavirus-hope-for-one-billion-vaccines-

worldwide?utm_source=63red.com&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=63red  

In Italy, Going Back to Work May Depend on Having the Right Antibodies: 
https://dnyuz.com/2020/04/04/in-italy-going-back-to-work-may-depend-on-having-the-right-

antibodies/  

Did Bill Gates Just Reveal The Real Reason Behind The Lock-Downs? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/did-bill-gates-just-reveal-real-reason-behind-lock-

downs  

Storing medical information below the skin’s surface: 
http://news.mit.edu/2019/storing-vaccine-history-skin-1218  

‘BiChip is the First and the Only Distance readable Human Microchip with Internet 
Connectivity’: 

https://BiChip.com  

Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation – United Nations Partnerships: 
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/partnership/partners/?id=2224  

Bill Gates Says Digital Currencies Could Empower the Poorest: 
https://www.globalcitizen.org/en/content/bill-gates-cryptocurrency-poverty/ 

United Nations Adopts Blockchain to Meet its Sustainable Development Goals: 
https://www.btcnn.com/united-nations-adopts-blockchain-to-meet-its-sustainable-

development-goals/ 

World Economic Forum Ramps Up “Known Traveller Digital Identity”: 
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/03/world-economic-forum-ramps-up-known-traveller-

digital-identity.html 

What is FIDO: 
https://doubleoctopus.com/security-wiki/protocol/fast-identity-online/ 

FIDO Changing the Nature of Authentication: 
https://fidoalliance.org/overview/ 

FIDO members: 
https://fidoalliance.org/members/ 
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STEP 17. 
Now it’s time to return to the question of step 7: why are all these documents and videos ‘hidden in 

plain sight’. Why has Bill Gates stated so often that by his vaccines he intends to reduce the 

population? There must be a reason for this. His follows another big step: 

 

Both putting out your intent in the public space and predictive programming are related to the 

Luciferian belief system. Satanists believe in karma, the universal law of cause and effect, which is 

also a key element in for instance Hinduism and Buddhism, and also in the Bible there are many 

references indicating that one will reap what one sows: https://faithfulchristian.net/you-reap-what-you-

sow-meaning-and-10-bible-verses/. However, the misguided belief of Satanists is that by letting us 

know what they intend to do by putting out such intentions into the public space, the karma resulting 

from their intended action will be transferred from the perpetrator to the victim, if the public doesn’t 

react by stating that they do not consent. Remaining silent amounts to consenting, so they believe. 

 

This implies that what is being forced on us now seems to have been planned by people adhering to 

the Luciferian belief system. It may again need time to let this sink it. Here is more information about 

Satanism and what is practiced in those cults: 

 
Highly recommendable, great general overview: Out of Shadows: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MY8Nfzcn1qQ&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR34d3Yg

ykMNqhQrOArDpR_n7U4nk84Y-A8IkVpvHqP-0i6vUarqdL8bIR4 

Panel discussion about the documentary, with a. o. the maker: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rnQpKTecHJE 

Expert Wilfred Wong on Satanism: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wgvuhN0by6w&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR2fgwiA

Ul6mUtoaY45ZnKdMZS4g0QzHgVVc7t9ksz2z9sVsu6t0LpRRoX4 

SRA Survivor Karly Franz: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x1yboPpRhKc&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR2A30Ggi

xnS3V74HZuZOtF1uD79o7F_TL7LWRcAkoPBu1eB7v98jw27rMI 

Meat Rack Boy Part 1: Mike Tarraga: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXujRkn-j_4 

Meat Rack Boy Part 2: Mike Tarraga: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26prn-odiZ8 

Daughter Of Satanic Serial Child Killer Pedo & Cannibal: Rachel Vaughan: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9GP0wlpkOvo 

The horrific reality of ‘panda eyes’ having to do with sodomizing children: 
https://www.reddit.com/r/PedoGate/comments/e8vyyn/james_alefantis_and_pandas_apparentl

y_panda_eyes/ 

https://ellacruz.org/2020/04/24/uncovered-panda-eyes-another-mystery-in-satanic-child-abuse-

resolved/.  
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Here is a picture of a sodomized and tortured infant: 

 

 
 

And here you see Bill Gates surrounded by actors with a panda costume, complete with panda eyes. 

Indeed, he appears to be not just in the know, but actually part of this; please let this sink in: 

https://thetattyjournal.org/2020/04/24/bill-gates-says-you-dont-have-a-choice-and-the-world-

will-be-vaccinated/?fbclid=IwAR0NrhZUv50rkI8JXcF_gurgLaIXSAOX1Xe-

FAz2wI248WlAkxhBuB_HC0U 

 

 
 

In case you think my interpretation of the relation between these two pictures is far-fetched, then 

please do some internet research about this topic yourself. 

 

See also testimonies for the International Tribune of Natural Justice ITNJ, for instance here: 

https://www.bitchute.com/itnj/.  

The Fall of the Cabal: http://decentralizeverything.com/the-end-of-the-world-as-we-know-it-the-fall-

of-the-cabal-by-janet-ossebaard/ (I personally disagree with a number of things, like info 

about Trump & Q, suggesting that we can just sit back, ‘trust the plan’ and take no action 

ourselves; but the step by step approach, eventually leading into the dark material, is well 

done. In the context of Satanism, Part 5 is especially noteworthy: 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/aYfZqy5gWmE0/.) 
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Satanic Inaugural Ceremony of the Gotthard Tunnel Explained 1/5: 
Part 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NlbBxccwRsM (a. o. Merkel can be seen) 
Part 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-VeLDTY_rCY 
Part 3: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wrcWvlwZ8xI 
Part 4: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jLyZUaLC_I8 
Part 5: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q_WR-NBE39g 
Celebrity Cannibalism Dinner with Marina Abramović This Is What Your Stars Do #pizzagate:  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yZ1orKm2-Dw  

Art in the houses of the Podesta brothers: http://ibankcoin.com/zeropointnow/2016/11/26/sick-lets-

revisit-the-podesta-penchant-for-pedophilic-cannibalistic-and-satanic-

art/#sthash.Ka2uBlks.dpbs. See also Part 5 from The Fall of the Cabal: 
http://decentralizeverything.com/the-end-of-the-world-as-we-know-it-the-fall-of-the-cabal-by-

janet-ossebaard/. 

 
Now that we come this far, let me tell you that a huge motivation for having written this step-by-
step manual is that we hope it will contribute to stopping the practice of worldwide Satanic 
Ritual Abuse, especially of children! Please consider this: once you know about this, do you want 
enough people to be informed as well, as a first step toward letting it stop, or do you prefer to 
look the other way, so it can continue? 
 
Roman Polanski made two highly acclaimed movies about Satanism: Rosemary’s Baby and The Ninth 

Circle. If you have seen them, it may be that you will now have a different perspective on them. 

 

Finally, a few examples of Satanism in the music industry (which is a whole chapter by itself. A 

specialist researcher in this field is Mark Devlin, whom I highly recommend): 

- MARILYN MANSON - SAY10 (Say10 being pronounced, of course, as Satan): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=otSSwS_Nh9A  

- KONCEAL – Adrenochrome: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95MttFz1Yw0  

 

 

STEP 18. 
Often, part of a Luciferian upbringing is what is commonly called trauma-based mind control. Here is 

some literature about this horrific phenomenon: 

 

Svali Speaks: 
https://www.wanttoknow.info/secret_societies/svali_book_svali_speaks 

Svali Speaks Again:   
https://svalispeaksagain.wordpress.com/ 

U.W. Ozian: Chainless Slaves:  
https://deprogramwiki.com/deprogramwiki-data/uploads/ChainlessSlaves.pdf 

And a lot more here: 

 https://deprogramwiki.com/?action=ajax&title=-

&rs=SecureFileStore%3A%3AgetFile&f=%2F4%2F4f%2FChainlessSlaves.pdf 

 

 

STEP 19. 
Overpopulation is apparently an important issue for Satanists. Here is more about the philosophy 

behind this, as it has been ‘put out into the open’ by means of the erection of the so-called Georgia 

Guidestones: https://vigilantcitizen.com/sinistersites/sinister-sites-the-georgia-guidestones/. And here 

are the infamous ‘Ten Commandments’ carved on one of these stones:  

 

1. Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature. 

2. Guide reproduction wisely – improving fitness and diversity. 

3. Unite humanity with a living new language. 

4. Rule passion – faith – tradition – and all things with tempered reason. 
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5. Protect people and nations with fair laws and just courts. 

6. Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a world court. 

7. Avoid petty laws and useless officials. 

8. Balance personal rights with social duties. 

9. Prize truth – beauty – love – seeking harmony with the infinite. 

10. Be not a cancer on the earth – Leave room for nature – Leave room for nature. 

 

Again, you may be tempted to look the other way when these Guidestones are mentioned. But again: 

they exist, and you or I couldn’t have realized their erection. Only someone very rich and powerful 

could have achieved this. And the text is undeniably creepy. 

 

And here is information about a 2009 billionaires meeting about how to solve overpopulation, of 

course organized by Bill Gates:  

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/billionaire-club-in-bid-to-curb-overpopulation-

d2fl22qhl02?fbclid=IwAR31Gs6DDjfPvmDDzu4r1XC41OrCJFV67yH63VvsCrzEL-DtmAEjcUD-

Z0U 

 

Maybe we can by now come to the conclusion that perhaps the text in this picture, from a book 

entitled Conspirators’ hierarchy: The Story of the Committee of 300 (1994), by Dr. John Coleman is to 

be taken seriously. The book can be downloaded here: https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-

compound/4A/4A92FD2FB4DAE3F773DB0B7742CF0F65_Coleman.-

.CONSPIRATORS.HIERARCHY.-

.THE.STORY.OF.THE.COMMITTEE.OF.300.R.pdf?fbclid=IwAR2q2HO9NR0GZd0yDZmD1S9J_y

KoUi1ooQ7i-fW_tRR7A7PtxS4F32PcF7s, and the following excerpt can be found on pages 105 – 

106.  

 
 

The book is worth reading, as it reveals the long-term planning of what is happening now, since when 

it has been prepared and when the whole of the operation is intended to be complete: in 2050. 

 

Here is an excerpt from this book, containing the section that can be seen in this picture (and, one 

more time: insane as this text may look, the book does exist). If only part of this is now threatening to 

be implemented, is this a world we want to live in? 

 

Summarized, the intent and purpose of the Committee of 300 is to bring to pass the following 

conditions: 
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A One World Government and one-unit monetary system under permanent non-elected hereditary 

oligarchists who self select from among their numbers in the form of a feudal system as it was in the 

Middle Ages. In this One World entity, population will be limited by restrictions on the number of 

children per family, diseases, wars, famines, until 1 billion people who are useful to the ruling class, 

in areas which will be strictly and clearly defined, remain as the total world population. 

 

There will be no middle class, only rulers and servants. All laws will be uniform under a legal system 

of world courts practicing the same unified code of laws, backed up by a One World Government 

police force and a One World unified military to enforce laws in all former countries where no 

national bound- areas shall exist. The system will be on the basis of a welfare state; those who are 

obedient and subservient to the One World Government will be rewarded with the means to live; those 

who are rebellious will simply be starved to death or be declared outlaws, thus a target for anyone 

who wishes to kill them. Privately owned firearms or weapons of any kind will be prohibited. 

 

Only one religion will be allowed and that will be in the form of a One World Government Church, 

which has been in existence since 1920 as we shall see. Satanism, Luciferianism and Witchcraft shall 

he recognized as legitimate One World Government curricula with no private or church schools. All 

Christian churches have already been subverted and Christian-ity will be a thing of the past in the 

One World Government. 

 

To induce a state where there is no individual freedom or any concept of liberty surviving, there shall 

be no such thing as republicanism, sovereignty or rights residing with the people. National pride and 

racial identity shall be stamped out and in the transition phase it shall be subject to the severest 

penalties to even mention one's racial origin. 

 

Each person shall be fully indoctrinated that he or she is a creature of the One World Government 

with an identification number clearly marked on their person so as to be readily accessible, which 

identifying number shall be in the master file of the NATO computer in Brussels, Belgium, subject to 

instant retrieval by any agency of the One World Government at any time. The master Files of the 

CIA, FBI, state and local police agencies, IRS, FEMA, Social Security shall be vastly expanded and 

form the basis of personal records of all individuals in the United States. 

 

Marriage shall be outlawed and there shall be no family life as we know it. Children will be removed 

from their parents at an early-age and brought up by wards as state property. Such an experiment was 

carried out in East Germany under Erich Honnecker when children were take away from parents 

considered by the state to be disloyal citizens. Women will he degraded through the continued process 

of "women's liberation" movements. Free sex shall be mandatory. 

 

Failure to comply at least once by the age of 20 shall be punishable by severe reprisals against her 

person. Self-abortion shall be taught and practiced after two children are born to a woman; such 

records shall be contained in the personal file of each woman in the One World Government's 

regional computers. If a woman falls pregnant after she has previously given birth to two children, she 

shall be forcibly removed to an abortion clinic for such an abortion and sterilization to be carried out. 

 

Pornography shall be promoted and be compulsory showing in every theater of cinema, including 

homosexual and lesbian pornography. The use of "recreational" drugs shall be compulsory, with each 

person allotted drug quotas which can be purchased at One World Government stores throughout the 

world. Mind control drugs will be expanded and usage become compulsory. Such mind control drugs 

shall be given in food and/or water supplies without the knowledge and/or consent of the people. Drug 

bars shall be set up, run by One World Government employees, where the slave-class shall be able to 

spend their free time. In this manner the non-elite masses will be reduced to the level and behavior of 

controlled animals with no will of their own and easily regimented and controlled. 
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The economic system shall be based upon the ruling oligarch-ethical class allowing just enough foods 

and services to be produced to keep the mass slave labor camps going. All wealth shall be aggregated 

in the hands of the elite members of the Committee of 300. 

 

Each individual shall be indoctrinated to understand that he or she is totally dependent upon the state 

for survival. The world shall be ruled by Committee of 300 Executive Decrees which become instant 

law. Boris Yeltsin is using Committee of 300 decrees to impose the Committee's will on Russia as a 

trial run. Courts of punishment and not courts of justice shall exist. 

 

Industry is to be totally destroyed along with nuclear powered energy systems. Only the Committee of 

300 members and their elitists shall have the right to any of the earth's resources. Agriculture shall be 

solely in the hands of the Committee of 300 with food production strictly controlled. As these measures 

begin to take effect, large populations in the cities shall be forcibly removed to remote areas and those 

who refuse to go shall be exterminated in the manner of the One World Government experiment 

carried out by Pol Pot in Cambodia. 

 

Euthanasia for the terminally ill and the aged shall be compulsory. No cities shall be larger than a 

predetermined number as described in the work of Kalgeri. Essential workers will be moved to other 

cities if the one they are in becomes overpopulated. Other non-essential workers will be chosen at 

random and sent to underpopulated cities to fill "quotas." 

 

At least 4 billion "useless eaters" shall be eliminated by the year 2050 by means of limited wars, 

organized epidemics of fatal rapid-acting diseases and starvation. Energy, food and water shall be 

kept at subsistence levels for the non-elite, starting with the White populations of Western Europe and 

North America and then spreading to other races. The population of Canada, Western Europe and the 

United States will be decimated more rapidly than on other continents, until the world's population 

reaches a manageable level of 1 billion, of which 500 million will consist of Chinese and Japanese 

races, selected because they are people who have been regimented for centuries and who are 

accustomed to obeying authority without question. 

 

From time to time there shall be artificially contrived food and water shortages and medical care to 

remind the masses that their very existence depends on the goodwill of the Committee of 300. 

 

After the destruction of housing, auto, steel and heavy goods industries, there shall he limited housing, 

and industries of any kind allowed to remain shall be under the direction of NATO's Club of Rome as 

shall all scientific and space exploration development, limited to the elite under the control of the 

Committee of 300. Space weapons of all former nations shall be destroyed along with nuclear 

weapons. 

 

All essential and non-essential pharmaceutical products, doctors, dentists and health care workers 

will be registered in the central computer data bank and no medicine or medical care will he 

prescribed without express permission of regional controllers responsible for each city, town and 

village. 

 

The United States will be flooded by peoples of alien cultures who will eventually overwhelm White 

America, people with no concept of what the United States Constitution stands for and who will, in 

consequence, do nothing to defend it, and in whose minds the concept of liberty and justice is so weak 

as to matter little. FOOD and shelter shall be the main concern. 

 

No central bank save the Bank of International Settlement and the World Bank shall be allowed to 

operate. Private banks will be outlawed. Remuneration for work performed shall be under a uniform 

predetermined scale throughout the One World Government. There shall be no wage disputes allowed, 

nor any diversion from the standard uniform scales of pay laid down by the One World Government. 

Those who break the law will be instantly executed. 
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There shall be no cash or coinage in the hands of the non-elite. All transactions shall be carried out by 

means of a debit card which shall bear the identification number of the holder. Any person who in any 

way infringes the rules and regulations of the Committee of 300 shall have the use of his or her card 

suspended for varying times according to the nature and severity of the infringement. 

 

Such persons will find, when they go to make purchases, that their card is blacklisted and they will not 

be able to obtain services of any kind. Attempts to trade "old" coins, that is to say silver coins of 

previous and now defunct nations, shall be treated as a capital crime subject to the death penalty. All 

such coinage shall be required to be surrendered within a given time along with guns, rifles, 

explosives and automobiles. Only the elite and One World Government high-ranking functionaries 

will be allowed private transport, weapons, coinage and automobiles. If the offense is a serious one, 

the card will be seized at the checking point where it is presented. Thereafter that person shall not be 

able to obtain food, water, shelter and employment medical services, and shall be officially listed as 

an outlaw. Large bands of outlaws will thus be created and they will live in regions that best afford 

subsistence, subject to being hunted down and shot on sight. Persons assisting outlaws in any way 

whatsoever, shall likewise be shot. Outlaws who fail to surrender to the police or military after a 

declared period of time, shall have a former family member selected at random to serve prison terms 

in their stead. 

 

Rival factions and groups such as Arabs and Jews and African tribes shall have differences magnified 

and allowed the wage wars of extermination against each other under the eyes of NATO and U.N. 

observers. The same tactics will be used in Central and South America. These wars of attrition shall 

take place BEFORE the take-over of the One World Government and shall be engineered on every 

continent where large groups of people with ethnic and religious differences live, such as the Sikhs, 

Moslem Pakistanis and the Hindu Indians. Ethnic and religious differences shall be magnified and 

exacerbated and violent conflict as a means of "settling" their differences shall be encouraged and 

fostered. 

 

All information services and print media shall be under the control of the One World Government. 

Regular brainwashing control measures shall be passed off as "entertainment" in the manner in which 

it was practiced and became a fine art in the United States. Youths removed from "disloyal parents," 

shall receive special education designed to brutalize them. Youth of both sexes shall receive training 

to qualify as prison guards for the One World labor camp system. 

 

 

This isn’t the end of the road, but we prefer to let the number of steps end here. If you will feel 

inclined to search for more information, you will find it. I will end this manual with a number of 

closing remarks. 

 

- We are aware that this is a difficult subject that may scare you and we wish we wouldn’t have 

felt it necessary to share this information with you. Our advice is to spread this information, 

by word of mouth and by sending this PDF to others, especially loved ones, also if you do not 

agree with everything that is stated here. As stated before, we may well be wrong on some 

smaller or bigger details, but that doesn’t alter the overall picture. By doing so, you will give 

other persons the possibility to have access to other information than the current bombardment 

of mainstream propaganda, so they have a more informed choice about whether or not they 

want to resist 5G, the coming vaccine and other government measures. Our power is in the 

numbers. If enough people realize what is actually being rolled out, and if they join forces (see 

Introduction), it can and will be halted. 

 

- Our conjecture is that the combination of 5G and the coming vaccine is part of the plan, and 

that it is intended to be very hazardous and to cause much more illness and death than what is 

generally called the ‘first wave’ of the virus. From the start, we have been programmed to 

expect a second wave and possibly more waves after that. You may remember that a second 

wave is actually announced in the Global Preparedness Monitoring Board annual report 
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2019: A World At Risk, see pages 5 and 6. If by then 5G has been implemented and we all 

have been vaccinated, the possible illness and death resulting from the combination of the two 

can be ascribed to the virus; be it a ‘second wave’ or a ‘mutation’ – remember the eerie videos 

of people collapsing on the streets in Wuhan, see page 10. How convenient – and how 

strikingly in line with the first of the Georgia Guidestone commandments: Maintain humanity 

under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature I (see step 19). 

 

- As an aside, but we want to mention it all the same: it is striking that so much has been and is 

being done to make the pandemic look far worse than it appears to be. It appears that most if 

not all person that have died from the virus had underlying issues, that may well have caused 

their death, or at least their vulnerability to the virus. Furthermore, deaths from other causes 

are ascribed to Covid-19, regardless whether the patient had any corona symptoms or not; 

hospitals are being paid extra for any death registered as Covid death, and more so for every 

use of a ventilator: https://eu.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2020/04/24/fact-check-

medicare-hospitals-paid-more-covid-19-patients-coronavirus/3000638001/ (even the ‘fact-

checkers’ interviewed in this article admit this). And on top of all this, emergency hospitals 

have built everywhere, only to be deconstructed after a few weeks, without having treated any 

Covid patients: https://www.npr.org/2020/05/07/851712311/u-s-field-hospitals-stand-down-

most-without-treating-any-covid-19-patients?t=1590330421375. To continue, this fake 

mainstream media news item is just one example of many: ‘They have done it again!! CBS 
caught using a photo from 2016 from Ukraine in their ‘panic porn’ over coronavirus 
with children: https://www.worldunity.me/zij-hebben-het-weer-gedaan-cbs-betrapt-met-het-

gebruik-van-foto-uit-oekraine-in-2016-in-hun-paniekporno-over-coronavirus-bij-kinderen/. It 

seems like many more deaths would have fitted the plan much better; that there is some kind 

of flaw in it. Please listen to what false flag investigator Ole Dammegard has to say about this: 

EXTERN VIDEO: Ole Dammegard's most important video ever: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gNLjZ6L8tU0.  

 

(Several flaws in the realization of the 9-11 scenario come to mind. As an example, what to 

make of the plane that crash-landed in Pennsylvania (leaving far less debris than a passenger 

plane could have done, by the way, but that’s another story)? Add this to the strange collapse 

of Building 7, collapsing without having been hit by anything like a plane, and there may be 

two dots to connect: perhaps the Pennsylvania missile was meant to hit Building 7?)  

 

Ole’s conjecture may seem far-fetched, but what I do find remarkable is the speed with which 

5G and the mandatory vaccinations plans are rolled out. It is as if the thinking behind this is: 

‘by at the latest the end of 2022, once we have reached the point that 5G is in place and 

everyone has the vaccine, the whole card house of our preposterous lies can fall apart, for 
all we care, because then we will have everyone under control anyway.’ (See for instance the 

videos from Wuhan, step 11.) 

 

- The multiple documents that have been ‘hidden in plain sight’ (see steps 2 and 6) could have 

enabled us to foretell what would be coming. According to the Luciferian belief system, 

hiding them in the open they could also have provided us with the possibility to stand up and 

state: we do not consent to this, as a way to halt what has been intended. Understanding what 

is now actually being played out and why, and where it will lead to, gives us the possibility to 

make predictions and to come together in order to state that we do not consent. Here are some 

‘predictions’, in the sense of events that appear to have been planned and that we as a 

collective can prevent from happening by for instance large-scale civil disobedience: 

o The current easing of the government measures is part of the overall plan. After the 

outbreak of the second wave pandemic, governments will use this as justification for 

restricting our freedom even more, including pushing through mandatory vaccines. 

Anyone who refuses such a vaccine or trespasses the ‘new normal’ of ‘social 

distancing’ will be blamed for being a potential murderer. A renewed wave of fear 
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will induce a renewed ‘panic mode’ in most people, preventing them once again from 

thinking clearly and rationally. 

o The ‘new normal’ will be implemented with renewed vigor, leading to even more 

bizarre situations then we have seen so far, with the excuse of being necessary for 

‘public health’. Governments will say: we may have been too lenient, but you have 

been too careless anyway, and now look what has become of it.  

o The intended economic crash will lead to unprecedented chaos will ‘make the Great 

Depression look like a picnic’: https://aminutetomidnite.com/2020/04/02/will-the-

great-depression-look-like-a-picnic-compared-to-whats-coming/. This will give 

governments an excuse for bringing in military force in order to ‘protect civilians’. 

We have already seen something similar happening in Minneapolis. A black man is 

cruelly murdered in plain sight by policemen, protesters then start rioting, and 

therefore ‘more than 1700 soldiers’ are issued into the city to restore order. The initial 

event (‘the problem’) has the usual characteristics of a ‘false flag’, see 

MINNEAPOLIS RIOTS; GEORGE FLOYD; 'STAGED FALSE FLAG': 
https://aanirfan.blogspot.com/2020/05/minneapolis-riots-george-floyd-

staged.html?fbclid=IwAR3vjR5pKVSmfOtSovbaG6fi_RYkHzTrnh0NYoHkUg2ZFx

It_2FER1v1ReA. The second stage (the ‘reaction’) was to hire some men to turn the 

public outrage into violence: MINNEAPOLIS FALSE FLAG, EVERYTHING 
WAS PLANNED: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hFbaLaH8aqE&fbclid=IwAR3VPYp0EKCWOy

QrgMcGPkr61QfZNR52eUllPYN4fHDpgIS_hmGxllmjDB8. The third stage (the 

‘solution’) was ordering more than 1700 soldiers into the city in order to ’protect the 

population’: Live: Minneapolis police presser on death of George Floyd: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elv59cPRlro&fbclid=IwAR1R3PIN0N5aoE2fCq

BBnUZgodbIMHqSDV6TWO11JchM7nNyl3NCY2XiL6w.  

 

A few days later, this staged event gave rise to an enormous demonstration in 

Amsterdam, see this picture:  
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A demonstration against… apartheid! A demonstration manipulated by the media and 

fitting in the policy of the George Soros funded organization Black Lives Matter
6, an 

organization notorious for its invoking of violence, see above. A demonstration 

sparked off by a false flag in order to distract us and in a later phase to preach to us 

that we have sinned, so the government will need to be sterner, by implementing even 

stricter measures like curfews and by ordering military force into cities. A huge 

demonstration
7
, allowed by the mayor of Amsterdam, in stark contrast to the 

demonstration one day earlier in The Hague against…  the current ‘lockdown’, where 

the government restrictions were discouragingly and draconically strict, where there 

were lots of menacing-looking policemen everywhere and where dozens of 

demonstrators were arrested for no reason. See for instance this video: Politie grijpt 
in bij demonstratie tegen lockdown in Den Haag | NU.nl (Police intervene in a 
demonstration against lockdown in The Hague | NU.nl ): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L0yUsY9uJas or this picture:  

 

 
 

To conclude this item with: on the very day of the huge demonstration in Amsterdam, 

one single passenger was evicted from a train by seven men, because he didn't have a 

mask: https://www.omroepwest.nl/nieuws/4052776/Man-uit-trein-gezet-omdat-hij-

geen-mondkapje-had. The surreal contrast between what is ‘allowed’ (encouraged) to 

happen and what is being repressed couldn’t be bigger.  

o The world-wide economic crash will bring about that governments will say: we are 

very sorry indeed, but we can’t help you anymore. All citizens will have to be left to 

themselves, although we very much regret this. 

o After that, the many impoverished people who will by that time have lost their jobs, 

their homes and most of their possessions, will be offered support from the 

government, in the form of barely enough money to survive, if and as long as they 

will be compliant and obedient to everything the government requires them to do or 

not to do.  

o Once every citizen has had the Bill Gates vaccination and the whole planet has been 

blanketed with 5G, the silly social distance measures can and will be lifted. They will 

by then have served their true main purpose of preventing citizens from coming 

together and joining forces by other than ‘monitorable’ means. 5G (and later on 6G 

                                                
6 A non-issue. Of course, black lives matter! Who could reasonably disagree with that? 
7
 Also here: if you do not agree with this particular point, please don’t discard the whole of this Manual. If you 

have participated in this demonstration, you will have done so with the very best of intentions. 
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and higher) can be turned into lower or higher and lesser or more intense frequencies, 

whenever and wherever the controllers deem this appropriate. Eventually, the 

population will thus be fully enslaved and controllable, incapable of resisting the 

enslavement. 

 

- As we see it, the Number 1 problem the world is currently facing is neither the fake 
problem of climate change (yet another story), nor the very real problem of pollution of 
the environment. It is the imbalance on this planet between rich and poor. Already back 

in January 2017, it was announced that ‘just eight men own the same wealth as half the 
world’: https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/jan/16/eight-people-earn-more-

billion-economics-broken. To quote the text underneath the picture of Warren Buffet and Bill 

Gates playing tennis in this article: ‘The eight include some of the world’s largest 

philanthropists and those, such as Warren Buffett, left, and Bill Gates, right, who have spoken 

out against the shocking scale of inequality in the world.’ You will by now realize how utterly 

hypocritical this statement is. It is worth-while to compare it with this: 

https://www.gq.com/story/rich-people-getting-richer-coronavirus-pandemic. So, this 

imbalance will only increase if things go as planned by these ‘philanthropists’. The 

astronomical amounts of money that the mostly already heavily indebted countries all over the 

world (and to whom, ultimately? – you may guess) are now spending with money printed ‘out 

of thin air’ (yet another topic) will hugely increase this problem even more. Being as rich as 

those eight billionaires can be considered a crime in itself, as the imbalance resulting from this 

prevents many people from having enough to eat. On top of that, having lots of money appears 

to open ways to gather even more wealth by shady means, see for instance the story above 

about rich people getter richer through the pandemic. And if such persons appear to be 

Satanists on top of that, the outcome is an extremely unbalanced and dangerous situation. 

(Hence in the title of this manual the pun vire us: make a virement, a transfer of a surplus from 

one account to cover a deficit in another, to us all.) 

 

- As we have seen, billionaires above all other people appear to be concerned about 

overpopulation and to be motivated to contribute to solving this problem. Mainstream media 

information has manipulated many people into believing that overpopulation is indeed a 

problem and that indeed it needs to be solved. However, even if you take no more than a first 

step on the road towards such a goal, you are actually playing God – which is exactly what the 

not-so-nice billionaires are doing. And what is more, this already amounts to consenting to the 

first of the Georgia Guidestone commandments. However, this paradigm – which ultimately is 

economy-based – is a wrong one to start with. The challenge is a different one: how can we 
organize the world in such a way that all of us can have a dignified and satisfying 
existence: with enough to eat and drink for everyone on the planet; with a home for 
everyone; with the possibility for everyone to have meaningful occupations and 
meaningful contacts with fellow human beings. This is an immensely gratifying 
challenge, based on humanitarianism, as it will contribute to enhancing what makes this 
world such a beautiful place. And it may well become within our horizon, once such 

billionaires as the those mentioned above will no longer be as immensely wealthy as they are 

now. 

 

- A word about order-followers. Powerful people can concoct evil schemes as much as they 
like, but these can only be realized by order-followers, by people who let a given 
command from higher-up prevail over their own conscience. It is therefore essential to 
stop order-following blindly. Whether you are a policeman ordered to issue fines for 
people being closer together than the governments allows; whether you are the train 
tickets examiner or a bus driver ordered to fine passengers for not wearing useless and 
very unhealthy masks; whether you are a doctor ordered to vaccinate people regardless 
if they are willing or not to be vaccinated; whether you are a part in the chain of the 
realization of 5G; whether you are a pilot spraying ‘weather modification substances’; 
whether you are a journalist or a so-called ‘fact-checker’, ordered to ‘debunk’ 
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everything on social media that is not in line with the official narrative we are meant to 
believe; it is essential that you stop collaborating with a system that is damaging for 
everyone, including yourself. So, please stop feeding this system. 
 

- In our personal view, there is a larger perspective to the current crisis than the duality 
view of ‘us, the good guys’ vs. ‘them, the bad guys’. The crisis can be compared with an 
illness, and becoming ill ultimately serves a higher purpose of restoring balance, if 
possible. The greater the imbalance, the more severe the illness will need to be. Seen 
from this perspective, something like the current crisis was bound to happen and the 
‘bad guys’ are nothing more or less than the catalysts to bring about the illness. As 
stated before, the overall global situation has become extremely unbalanced, especially 
during the past decades. A crisis like the current one can be helpful in reaching a far 
better balance than before the crisis. What we need is the right treatment, and a drastic 
change of ‘global lifestyle’ (a change for the better for all of us), as not to become ill again 
in the future. See also the article: ‘The Only Way Out Is In’ by Zen Gardner: 
http://www.dutchanarchy.com/the-only-way-out-is-in/. Even so, we personally feel this is 
a time where fighting may be a moral obligation, albeit in accordance with the 
philosophy of the Bhagavad Gita: https://www.bhagavad-gita.us/summary-of-the-
bhagavad-gita/. 

 

- If you don’t agree with the tracking system that can now be downloaded on smartphones, you 

might want to send the following message to your contacts: ‘I would like to respectfully ask 

this of you, dear reader. If you have downloaded or intend to download the COVID19 app, 

which promotes to have been created "for the greater good, for our safety, for the safety of our 

loved ones", or the app "Healthy Together", "AB Trace Together" or a similar tracing app; and 

if I am one of your contacts, please delete me from your phone contact list, your Facebook 

friends list, Instagram or Twitter pages PRIOR to installing the app on your Smartphone. The 

app will ask for permission to access your contact list, and no one has my consent to use my 

phone number or any other identifying contact info in connection with these tracking apps 

which will identify me and locate me without my knowledge or permission. Thank you for 

understanding that this is nothing personal. To educate yourself simply Google COVID19 

APP.’  

 

- The sinister information that has leaked out through David Goldman concerning Project Zephr 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SzULMR8P8Hc) prompts us to make the following 

statement: none of us are suicidal, nor have we ever been and will we ever be. And our 
immune systems are functioning just fine. We do not give our consent to being infected 
or being harmed by any other means as described in this Project or otherwise. So, we 
count on it that no harm will done to any of us or to our families, nor to anyone 
spreading this article, thereby making clear that he or she doesn’t consent to being 
harmed either. 

 
- There are many subjects we didn’t touch upon or only in passing. The Federal Reserve Bank 

issuing money with interest, the Jesuits, the Black Pope, the Vatican, the Committee of 300, 

the English and other royal families, etc. etc. It will be worth the trouble to do some 

investigation here as well. 

 

- There is also much more to say about the topic of Satanism, dark occultism, etc. For instance, 

numerology plays an important part in this philosophy. Just two examples:  

 

o 1. When you add up the numbers of the letters of the word CORONA – A = 1, B = 2, 

etc. – you get the number 66. The word CORONA has 6 letters, so there you go. For 

those readers that aren’t aware of this: 666 is the so-called ‘Mark of the Beast’, 

mentioned in the Book of Revelations, the last book of the biblical New Testament. 

Here a passage from Chapter 13: 
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15. And it was allowed to give breath to the image of the beast, so that the image of 

the beast might even speak and might cause those who would not worship the image of 

the beast to be slain.  

16. Also it causes all, both small and great, both rich and poor, both free and slave, to 

be marked on the right hand or the forehead,  

17. so that no one can buy or sell unless he has the mark, that is, the name of the beast 

or the number of its name.  

18. This calls for wisdom: let the one who has understanding calculate the number of 

the beast, for it is the number of a man, and his number is 666. 

 

o 2. (Not so) coincidentally, Bill Gates’ ID2020 has the patent number 060606 

(https://orientalreview.org/2020/04/29/bill-gates-vaccinations-microchips-and-patent-

060606/).  

 

Verse 17, by the way, can be seen as a reference the globalists’ desire to create a cashless 

society. This is yet another topic which we haven’t gone into, but let me remind you of this 

excerpt from the description of an ideal world according to the Committee of 300: 

 

Such persons will find, when they go to make purchases, that their card is blacklisted and they 

will not be able to obtain services of any kind. Attempts to trade "old" coins, that is to say 

silver coins of previous and now defunct nations, shall be treated as a capital crime subject to 

the death penalty. All such coinage shall be required to be surrendered within a given time 

(…). If the offense is a serious one, the card will be seized at the checking point where it is 

presented. Thereafter that person shall not be able to obtain food, water, shelter and 

employment medical services, and shall be officially listed as an outlaw. Large bands of 

outlaws will thus be created and they will live in regions that best afford subsistence, subject 

to being hunted down and shot on sight.  

 

- We have avoided the use of terms like: ‘wake up!’ or ‘sheeple’, as we find such words 

disparaging. We have the highest respect for people who simply cannot imagine the vastness 

of evil that is behind all of what is now playing out. Like Dr. Erwin Kompanje, who, after his 

brilliant discourse, bewilderedly asks the crucial question: ‘What is behind all this?’ We hope 

you have more of an idea now. 

 

 

For a long time, dark forces have deliberately directed the barge on which we all sail towards an 

iceberg, and now the ship has hit that iceberg. This is the period of the ‘endgame’. Things may well 

end well, but something will need to be done now. What can we all do? Here is a list – again an 

incomplete one: 

- We need to come out of our comfort zones, Hans Castorp’s fate at the end of Thomas Mann’s 

novel Der Zauberberg serves as a warning. What is needed is peaceful disobedience on a 

massive scale and therefore, spreading information like this is now crucial. Feel free to spread 

this manual and / or the link to it. Please send or give it to your loved ones and friends, so they 

can makes decisions for themselves about topics like wanting to allow or to refuse the current 

‘lockdown’ measures, the coming vaccine, 5G etc., on the basis of more information than is 

available through the mainstream media. It can also be spread in printed form in public places 

like libraries, supermarkets and train stations. And please help spread it to for instance 

alternative news sites as well. 

- Please also spread this information in the form of uploading it – preferably as a downloadable 

PDF and / or Word file – on your own website, so it can’t be scrubbed off the internet. Once 

this stage has been secured – and this will very probably already be the case when you read 

this –  you can also send this manual to mainstream media like newspapers, magazines and 

radio and TV stations, politicians, political parties, municipalities, etc. 

- We think one of the things the world now badly needs is step-by-step manuals like this one, in 

order to help spread awareness. If you think you can make a clearer one yourself, we invite 
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you to do so, and spread it in similar ways as described above, and perhaps in other ways as 

well. Maybe you don’t agree with everything in this particular step-by-step manual, maybe 

you have an idea to make some of the steps smaller, so more readers can be convinced of the 

general idea. Maybe you prefer a different order of steps. Maybe you prefer to leave out some 

of our steps and insert others. Feel free to use any material you wish from this manual to 

create your own version. You have our permission, so don’t bother about copyright issues. 

What counts is spreading this information. 

- If you feel inclined to help in this way, please don’t wait too long: the Global Preparedness 

Monitoring Board annual report 2019 A World At Risk appears to announce that the second 

wave will hit the planet at the latest by September 2020, and that it will be far worse than the 

first one, see pages 5 and 6 of this manual. As I state in the Introduction, it is of crucial 

importance that the number of people who are aware of what is going on increases before 

then.  

 

And on a broader and more general level: 

- We have to do whatever we can to stop 5G. 

- We need to refuse the coming vaccine, and also future similar vaccines. 

- We need to massively oppose the other government measures as well, especially the 

physically, mentally and psychologically unhealthy ones. And they all are. 

- We all have a responsibility to do our best to stay healthy in body and mind. Especially now, it 

is of the utmost importance to 

o nourish ourselves with healthy nutrition. 

o have enough exercise. 

o do things that bring us joy. 

o be together with persons we like to be with. 

o be fearless. Nothing and no-one from outside can harm our immortal soul, if we do not 

consent to this. Realizing this will reduce fear and anxiety, bring relaxation and 

enhance feelings of gratitude. 

o feel love and gratitude for every blessing we experience in our lives. Ultimately, it is a 

universal law that love has always emerged and will always emerge victorious.  

 

 

June 5
th
, 2020 

 
 
 
 
APPENDIX, June 9

th
, 2020 

 

It’s nearly impossible to keep up with the speed of recent developments, and regardless of the eventual 

outcome, developments will continue to be speedy for some time to come. A few days after finishing 

this manual, we feel compelled to add this Appendix. We will not go into great detail concerning these 

developments. Now knowing the steps having lead up to where we are at this point, you will easily 

understand what is behind them. Please take some time to look into the following information: 

 

In line with the plan to force vaccination upon every citizen of the world:  

The UK-hosted Global Vaccine Summit heralds a new era of global health collaboration as 
world leaders show overwhelming commitment to equitable immunisation coverage and global 
health security in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic: 
https://www.gavi.org/investing-gavi/resource-mobilisation-process/gavis-3rd-donor-pledging-

conference-june-2020?fbclid=IwAR2V9WbPShsE5dS0-UnSbJVZHlkxOtEZRYV-

DAYfFUz9sy_NBeCvkT_C95o  
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Remember that Bill Gates belongs to the group of ‘philanthropic’ Satanists, eight of whom already 

back in January 2017 owned ‘the same wealth as half the world’? And that he belongs to the group 

that, when you follow the trail, ultimately is the very group that lends money to governments, with 

interest that these governments can never repay? People that do not need tax payers’ money to ‘solve’ 

our pandemic problem by vaccinating all of us? Each of whom could singlehandedly solve problems 

like hunger and homelessness? Then read this:  

Rutte geeft honderden miljoenen aan vaccingroep Bill Gates: ‘Trotse geldschieter’ (Rutte gives 
hundreds of millions to vaccine group Bill Gates: ‘Proud money lender’): 
https://www.ninefornews.nl/rutte-geeft-honderden-miljoenen-aan-vaccingroep-bill-gates-trotse-

geldschieter/?fbclid=IwAR2wm0JkUYJY8VLB-56RpauATuXNcubU6rJy9Px-

tVmMc8QSCGxThOzinN0. Also listen to this, and you may feel inclined to add to the huge number 

of dislikes: GVS2020–27 | HE Mark Rutte, Prime Minister of the Netherlands 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nQ_BrdY2EgA&fbclid=IwAR1cRyygwD0KJTZd8lLBycWFrC0

LVnfQ9Dx7OVj3fWexx2gHu68UbEGPgSU&app=desktop  

 

 
 

An addition to the draconian measures that no-one would accept under normal circumstances (step 

14): Vaccination violently forced upon a pregnant woman who isn’t willing. Alan Dershowitz (part of 

the Satanic club) saying: ‘You have no right not to be vaccinated.’ ‘If you refuse to be vaccinated, the 

state has the power to literally take you to a doctor’s office and plunge a needle into your arm’: 

EXTREMELY URGENT MESSAGE!!! Hunt You Down: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=330&v=1ofWjRy4VNg&feature=emb_logo&fbclid=

IwAR0sNmJFQRHS7LNK2FyRJ_DOHm6r0mDprTPanNAKqUITMMUCuS_uv-SYpO4  

 

The extent to which we can and will be controlled, once we have all been vaccinated and are in the 

global 5G control grid, is outlined here: 

Micro chip implant of any type all leads to Remote Neural Monitoring!! For all the RNM victims 
- its not the end of our life!! We can fight back!! 
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/micro-chip-implant-whatever-implants-all-leads-remote-projjal-

ghosh/?fbclid=IwAR0p8eGUU3rh8Rcu9zp3GB9q2BzGeCZr3iJLu1yeAcb2vvvFBi_5I7-c1lE  

 
 

Once you have come this far, this is arguably the most important and revealing video of the entire in 

this manual: Deborah Tavares: The Truth That is Hard to Accept: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=woyN7AJ79sQ&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR0paN5RQvoiYru8T

0eLBg1x73osDBx6-pcwT7FAJIvWN85jZZe4sUfDHZg&app=desktop  

The Rockefeller report she discusses can be accessed here and it’s really bad: 

https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/wp-

content/uploads/2020/04/TheRockefellerFoundation_WhitePaper_Covid19_4_22_2020.pdf  

The same goes for the horrendous NASA report she discusses further on:  

NASA – Future Strategic Issues / Future Warfare [Circa 2025]. The Future Is Now [ca. 2025]: 
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http://www.stopthecrime.net/docs/nasa-thefutureof-war.pdf   

And this is the ‘Moloch of Totalitarianism’ statue in St. Petersburg that she mentions, a statue of a 

human being literally crushed by a machine: 

 

 
 

Remember the Satanic belief system obligating their members to put their intentions into the public 

space? As long as we don’t react to such intentions, this will be interpreted as consent on our part. We 

now have to unite. If we succeed in stopping the evil schemes, life will become yet much more 

beautiful than it has been until now. Let’s go for it! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration on cover: Vrouw met weegschaal (Woman Holding a Balance) (ca. 1664)  

by Johannes Vermeer (1632–1675) 


